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Magnetic behavior of dilute Rh impurities in Au, „Fe, alloys:
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We have studied the local magnetic behavior of isolated Rh impurities in Au& „Fe„alloys for compo-
sitions x =0.01, 0.03, 0.10, and 0.18, using the time-difFerential perturbed-angular-correlation (TDPAC)
method and by electronic structure calculations within the local spin-density (LSD) approximation.
From the measured Curie-Weiss local susceptibility of the ' Rh probe as well as the LSD calculations
we find large stable magnetic moments 0.5 —1.0pz on Rh for compositions x ~ 0.10. In low Fe concen-
tration alloys the observed weak local susceptibility can be reconciled with the calculated large local mo-

ments, both positive and negative, on Rh in terms of a typical Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
(RKKY)-type mechanism between Fe and Rh. In the reentrant spin-glass regime, T& 60 K for x =0.18,
the hyperfine field Bhf shows a two-step temperature dependence, increasing sharply below 60 K, such
that its extrapolated value at 0 K is enhanced by 30% over its saturated value in the ferromagnetic re-
gion.

I. IN r acODUCrrON

The problem of magnetic moment formation on isolat-
ed 4d ions in a variety of metal hosts, such as spin glasses,
transition-metal hosts, monolayers, overlayers, and clus-
ters, is attaining growing interest as revealed by the in-
creasin~ number of experimental as well as theoretical pa-
pers. ' Recently, Gross and co-workers' have found
spin magnetic moments with large spin-fluctuation tem-
peratures for Ru and Rh impurities in a Pd host. Stable
magnetic moments at Rh in dilute Pd-Fe alloys were also
reported, and confirmed by local spin-density calcula-
tions. Rh was found to have nearly stable magnetic mo-
ment in exchange enhanced Ni-Rh alloys when surround-
ed by at least six Ni atoms in the first-nearest-neighbor
(inn) shell surrounding the central Rh atom. All these
results indicate a magnetic moment of up to 1.Ops on Rh.
In general, the stability of 4d magnetic moment in these
systems is found to be strongly correlated with the mag-
netic environment and the strength of the interatomic
ferromagnetic interaction.

In a theoretical calculation, Willenborg, Zeller, and
Dederichs have predicted Mo and Tc impurities to be
magnetic in the noble-metal hosts Ag and Au. However,
using the perturbed-angular-distribution (PAD) tech-
nique, Riegel et al. found that Mo is nonmagnetic in
both the hosts. This discrepancy was attributed to the dy-
namic correlations between conduction electrons and a
local moment which cannot be treated within the one-
electron theory of Ref. 7. Recently, Zhu, Bylander, and
Kleinman calculated large magnetic moment of 1.09pz
on Rh for a Rh monolayer on a Au{001) surface; this in-
dicates that the Rh atoms, at least in reduced dimensions,
acquire a magnetic moment in Au. On the other hand,
isolated Rh impurity in bulk Au metal has been found to
be nonmagnetic. ' In view of these contrasting results, it
is of interest to investigate under what conditions a 1ocal

magnetic moment appears on a 4d impurity like Rh when
embedded in a noble-metal host, e.g., Au. In this direc-
tion we have investigated the magnetic behavior of isolat-
ed Rh impurities in Au& „Fe„alloys using the time-
diferential perturbed-angular-correlation (TDPAC)
method, mainly to study the inffuence of a strongly mag-
netic neighboring atom, such as, Fe, on the magnetism of
Rh. Alongside, we have also performed electronic struc-
ture calculations using the local spin-density (LSD) ap-
proximation to support our experimental results and con-
clusions drawn regarding the local magnetism of Rh in
these alloy systems.

Among the well documented exotic characteristics of
Au& „Fe„alloys is the reentrant spin-glass (RSG)
behavior for 0.15&x &0.25, which is characterized by
two successive magnetic transitions, namely, paramagnet-
ic to ferromagnetic at T, and followed by a transition to
the spin-glass state below T~. Microscopic studies on the
reentrant magnetic behavior in Au-Fe alloys have been
made" ' using Mossbauer spectroscopy of Fe, " Sn,
and ' Au, as well as by the TDPAC method with "'Cd
probe. ' However, the analysis of these data suffer from
the inherent (complications arising from) difficulties in
resolving magnetic and quadrupole interaction strengths
present in these disordered alloys. The ' Rh probe, with
large gN=2. 15 and very small nuclear quadrupole mo-
ment of 0.08b, in combination with the TDPAC tech-
nique is ideal for the study of the magnetic transitions, in
particular the reentrant magnetic behavior, in Au-Fe al-
loys. Further, the TDPAC method allows for the mea-
surement of the hyperfine fields and nuclear-spin-
relaxation rates at any temperature, which lead to the
determination of spin polarization, local magnetic mo-
ments, and spin-fluctuation temperatures.

In this paper we present our results on the magnetic
behavior of isolated Rh impurities in some Au& „Fe al-
loys with x varying from 0.01 to 0.18, studied via the
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TDPAC technique following recoil implantation. The
experimental results are augmented with illustrative local
spin-density calculations performed using the linear com-
bination of atomic orbitals-molecular orbitals (LCAO-
MO) method to estimate the spin magnetic moments at
Fe and Rh atoms for a few interesting cases of neighbor-
ing Au and Fe atom coordinations. From the measured
Curie-gneiss local susceptibility at ' Rh probe as well as
LSD calculations we find sizable and stable local magnet-
ic moments at Rh of up to -1.0pz in magnitude for
compositions x ~0. 10. In very low Fe concentration al-
loys x 0.03 the observed weak local susceptibility can
be reconciled with the significant calculated local mo-
ments, both positive and negative, on Rh in terms of a
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasaya- Yasida (RKKY)-type indirect
exchange mechanism between Fe and Rh. The reentrant
spin-glass regime of the x =0.18 alloy is signaled by a
kink and a sharp increase in the hyperfine field at Rh
below T =60 K, such that its extrapolated value at 0 K
is enhanced by 30%o over its saturated value in the fer-
romagnetic region.

In Sec. II we outline the experimental techniques and
report the results; electronic structure calculations are
presented in Sec. III; this is followed in Sec. IV by a dis-
cussion of the results and concluding remarks.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental method

Au&, Fe alloys with x =0.01, 0.03, 0.10, and 0.18
were prepared by arc-melting stoichiometric composi-
tions of high-purity elements Au and Fe in argon atmo-
sphere. The alloys were annealed at 750'C for 22 h and
quenched to room temperature. The compositions of in-

dividual elements in the alloys were verified by the elec-
tron microprobe analysis and energy-dispersive analysis
of x rays.

The parent ' Pd activity was produced and recoil irn-

planted into thin (typically 5 mg/cm ) foils of Au-Fe al-

loys using the heavy-ion reaction Y(' O,p4n) with a 95-
MeV ' 0 beam, provided by the Pelletron accelerator at
TIFR, Bombay. By the application of TDPAC method,
the magnetic interaction was detected using the 74 keV,
I =2+ level in ' Rh with T~y2=235 ns and g~=2. 15,
populated by the electron-capture decay of ' Pd. The
concentration of the implanted

' Rh in Au-Fe alloys was

typically less than 1 ppm. The measurements were car-
ried out for temperatures between 20 and 700 K in an
external magnetic field of 11 kG. The PAC time spectra
were recorded using three Nal(T1) detectors in 0, +135
geometry and a standard coincidence circuit. From the
normalized coincidence counts, N(+135, t), of each
detector the ratio functions'

were generated and fitted by the function

8 (t)=( / 3)A4e2"'sin(2coLt —P) (2)

R (r)=[N(135, r)

N( —135', r) ] /[N (—135', t)+N( —135', r) ] (1)

to extract the Larmor frequency col, from which the
effective magnetic field acting at the nucleus

B,ff =B,„,+Bhf can be obtained via the relation

coL, =A 'gzp&B, fr(T). In the paramagnetic region, the
enhancement factor p(T)=B,fr(T)/B, „, yields a measure
of the local susceptibility g~„(T)=p(—T) 1.—Greater de-

tails of the TDPAC method can be found in Ref. 15.

B. Experimental results

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show some typical spin-rotation
spectra obtained for the different Au-Fe alloys at different
temperatures. All the spectra show nearly full anisotropy
suggesting that the majority of the recoiling ' Pd ions
come to rest at unique lattice sites in the host. The spec-
tra, particularly of the high-Fe concentration alloys,
show significant damping [the exponential factor in Eq.
(2)] which can be a consequence of the distribution in the
interaction frequencies arising from the different near-
neighbor (nn) atomic coordination around the central Rh
probe atom as well as time-dependent fluctuations of the
magnetic moments. Due to the limited accuracy of our
measurements we have not observed distinctly resolved
frequencies corresponding to different nn configurations.
Thus we extract from the measured spectra only a single
Larmor frequency representative of an averaged
hyperfine field over all possible nn coordinations.

Figure 2 shows the paramagnetic enhancement factor
P(T) as a function of inverse temperature for all alloy
compositions. For the dilute alloys, x =0.01 and 0.03,
P( T) is slightly greater than unity with weak temperature
dependence. For x =0.10 and 0.18, P(T) shows strong
temperature dependence, which, when parametrized by
the Curie law P—1 —= C /T, yields Curie constants
C = —72 and —112 K, respectively. These large nega-
tive C values are suggestive of the presence of large spin
polarization centered around the Rh atom. For corn-
pleteness, we mention that measurements in quenched
and virgin cast samples for x =0.10 and 0.18 gave nearly
identical values of P(T) (see Fig. 2) suggesting the ab-
sence of large scale variation in the atomic environment
due to clustering of Fe in our samples.

Figure 3 shows typical R (r) spectra for the quenched
alloy of Aup g2Fep, s below its ferromagnetic ordering
temperature T, —180 K. The measurements were carried
out in external magnetic field of 11 ko. The hyperfine
field Bhf values extracted from these spectra are shown in

Fig. 4.

III. THEORY

To corroborate our experimental findings, we also per-
form electronic structure calculations on probe Rh in the
Au-Fe system using the ab initio discrete variational self-
consistent-field linear combination of atomic orbitals
forming molecular orbitals (LCAO-MO) method' within
the framework of the local spin-density (LSD) functional
formalism' and employing an atomic clusters model to
simulate the bulk. In brief, 19 atom clusters M&M&2M6
(M—:Au, Fe or Rh) representing two full coordination
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FIG. 1. Spin rotation spectra of '~Rh in difFerent Au-Fe alloys measured at diffeent temperatures in an external Geld of 11 kG.

shells of atoms around a central probe atom M& in the fcc
lattice geometry of Au metal (a =4.08 A) are chosen for
explicit treatment of their eigenfunctions and eigenval-
ues. The probe Rh atom is always at the M& site. In the
absence of actual structural models for Au, „Fe„alloys
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FIG. 2. The paramagnetic enhancement factor P( T)

=B~/B, t for different Au-Fe alloys plotted versus the inverse
temperature T '. Filled and open symbols correspond to the
data taken on virgin cast and quenched samples, respectively.

with different Fe concentration x, we attempt illustrative
model calculations in which up to 4 Au atoms are re-
placed by Fe atoms among the first- and second-near-
neighbor (inn and 2nn) shells to simulate some local envi-
ronments in these dilute alloys. The idea is not a
comprehensive survey of all possible distributions, but
rather to glean the basic result and the interaction mech-
anism, and see how certain derived quantities (Curie con-
stant C, local density of states, etc.) compare with their
experimentally determined values.

The variational basis set consists of numerical atomic
orbitals: 5d, 6s, 6p on Au; 3d, 4s, 4p on Fe; and 4d, 5s, 5p
on Rh. The deeper-lying core orbitals are left unchanged
but they do contribute to the construction of the poten-
tial. The occupation of the atomic valence d orbitals is
reiterated to closely match those obtained for the bulk.
The exchange-correlation potential in the single particle
LSD equations is of the form given by von Barth and
Hedin. ' The Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements
are constructed by numerical integration over a grid of
diophantine sampling points, outside of a systematic po-
lynomial integration around the M, site. The Rayleigh-
Ritz secular equation is then solved iteratively to self-
consistency to obtain the cluster eigenvalues and eigen-
functions. The eigenfunctions are then analyzed by a
Mulliken population scheme into atomic orbital occupa-
tion numbers and the discrete energy levels are
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al Au can be justified in the present case by the following
considerations. We note that Au is expected to have a
low-lying, filled Sd band; the eigenvalue of its atomic Sd
level is at least 1.S eV below both the 3d state of Fe and
the 4d of Rh having the self-consistent occupations of the
bulk. Rather, it is the 6s atomic level of Au (for which
LS coupling is irrelevant) that is within 1 eV of the probe
d levels, so it is hybridization of the probe d with the host
sp orbitals that is expected to play a dominant role. Fur-
ther, as to the magnetic aspects, a comparison ' of the
semirelativistic and nonrelativistic calculations of the
magnetic moments and hyperfine fields for 3d and 4d im-

purities in Ni has shown that relativistic effects increase
the local d moments formed only minimally.

Our results from the cluster calculations on the host
Au and probe atoms in Au are summarized in Table I;
the local density of states (LDOS} for the probe atoms are
given in Fig. S, wherein all energies are relative to the
Fermi energy EF. A Au atom in bulk Au metal shows a
5-eV broad, fully filled (5d }d band with its upper edge
3 eV below EF,' bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding
orbitals of sp character are also seen at —6 to —7 eV, at

FIG. 3. Spin-rotation spectra of ' Rh in the ferromagnetic
and reentrant spin-glass regions of Auo 8&Feo» at diferent tem-

peratures in an external 6eld of 1 1 kG.
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broadened into solid-state bands using a Lorentzian
broadening of 0.4 eV. An additional fallout of the calcu-
lation is the valence electron contribution to the contact
hyperfine field at the M

&
nuclear site, given by

Hhf 524.2[p&(0)—p~(0) j kG, where p»(0) and the
majority and minority electron charge densities at the nu-

cleus, to add to the contribution Ihf" from the polariza-
tion of the core electrons due to unequal spin-up and
spin-down electrons in the transition d orbital.

The present nonrelativistic treatment of the heavy met-
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FIG. 5. Local density of states (LDOS) in arbitrary units
with energy relative to the Fermi energy for (a) a Au atom, (b)
an Fe atom, and (c) a Rh atom, in Au metal.
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TABLE I. Summary of parameter values for the Au-Fe system from cluster calculations. n ~ and n ~

are the number of spin-up and spin-down electrons in the d, s, and p orbitals; Q is the net ionicity and p
is the net local moment; N~ is the local density of states at the Fermi energy; Bh& is the calculated

hyperfine field with contributions Hhz" and Hhz' as explained in the text —all for the central probe M&

atom. p„, is the net moment on the cluster.

Cluster
employed
M)M»M6

Cluster
Cluster geometry
symm. (A)

(n )+n g )(Mi )

(n~ —n~)(M&)
d $ p

Q(e ) p„, NF(M& )

p(p~ ) (p~ ) sts./eV

score +g val
M 11K

=&hr(M~ )

(14G)

Au] (Au &2)Au6

Fe&Au»Au6

Rh&Au»Au6

Rh&(Au4Aus)

(Au4Fe2)
Rh&(Fe2AusAu2)

(Au4Au2)

Rh&(Fe4Aus)
(Au4Au2)

Oh

0

D4h

D4h

a =4.08
d =2.88
a =4.08
d =2.84
a =4.08
d =2.86
a =4.08
d =2.86
a =4.08
d =2.86
a =4.08
d =2.86

9.82
0.00
6.80
2.96
8.54
0.00
8.53

—0.83
8.52
0.56
8.49
0.90

0.48
0.00
0.49
0.10
0.18
0.00
0.20

—0.005
0.25

—0.01
0.29

—0.03

0.70
0.00
0.57
0.15
0.22
0.00
0.36

—0.01
0.40

—0.035
0.38

—0.09

0.00 0
0.00

+0 14 4
3.21

+0.06 0
0.00

—0.09 5
—0.845
—0.17 7

0.515
—0 16 13

0.78

0.38

2.62

2.06

1.74

1.99

1.84

0+0
=0
—295+200
= —95
0+0
=0
290+ 50
=+340
—195+30
= —165
—315+5
= —310

0 eV, and around +4 eV, respectively. Using a fully rela-
tivistic spin-polarized embedded-cluster method also
within LSD functional theory, Weinberger et al. obtain
for Au a 5.5-eV-wide d band starting at 1.5 eV below EF.

Note that when Fe and Rh atoms are at the M
&

site in
the clusters, we have relaxed our 1nn distance by 0.04 A
for Fe and by 0.02 A for Rh to account, in some measure,
for the smaller sizes of the substitute atoms. An isolated
Fe atom at a substitutional site in Au exhibits a narrow
band of majority d-spin orbitals centered at —2. 5 eV, im-

mediately above the host d band, and minority d-spin or-
bitals at Ez', the exchange splitting is thus 2.5 eV. The
LDOS for a single Fe impurity in Au as obtained in Ref.
15 shows narrow majority and minority peaks of d char-
acter at —1.5 and +0.25 eV, respectively. Thus the
placement of our d bands, both for Au and Fe, is lower
by & 1 eV. The integrated 3d charge density is closer to
d rather than the d —d configurations inferred from
magnetic-susceptibility measurements ' on dilute Au-Fe
alloys. The integrated spin magnetization density gives a
local Fe d moment of 2.96ps, which compares well with
the 3.12@~ "d-like" moment of Ref. 20, and substantial
positive polarizations also for the 4sp conduction-band
orbitals. Clearly the lower placement of the Au d band
has not afFected the DOS structure near E+ that leads to
local moment formation, and gives credence to our re-
sults for the magnetism of Rh in Au-Fe to follow. How-
ever, the extension of these narrow bands suggests con-
siderable impurity-host d-sp hybridization.

The 6sp orbitals of the 1nn Au atoms acquire a slight
antiferromagnetic polarization, of ——0.01p~, relative to
the Fe atom, consistent with the RKKY-type indirect ex-
change expected in this canonical spin-glass system.
(The oscillations in the local moment at the Au sites show
up better for cluster calculations of the type shown in
rows 4 and 5 of Table I, but with a Au atom at the cen-
tral M, site. } However, it must be conceded that even
these small moments are overestimated in magnitude due

40 t I i ) l I I I ) I I I
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Cl
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-Io
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5

FIG. 6. Local density of states (LDOS) in arbitrary units
with energy relative to the Fermi energy for a Rh atom in Au
metal with two nearest-neighbor Fe atoms.

to the spurious effect of being on extended orbitals on
atoms on the surface of the cluster which do not have the
full complement of coordinating atoms; this effect is even
more drastic for the Au& atoms. In a larger cluster this
adjustment would be shunted out to the outermost atoms
thereby giving a larger volte of the bulk with authentic
moments. Taking only the inner Fe, +Au, 2 atoms, the
net moment obtained is IM„,-3ps, whereas the outermost
Au6 shell adjusts to give a net cluster moment of 4pz, an
even integer value determined by the fact that the Fe
atom has an even number of electrons. This spurious sur-
face polarization accounts also for the exaggerated value
of +200 kG calculated for the transferred valence
hyperfine field at Fe, when compared with the value of
+100 ko extracted from a net hyperfine field of —200
ko, determined from Mossbauer spectroscopy and us-
ing Bh't" = —100 kG/ps for the core-d hyperfine field of
Fe.' Using this experimental value of —200 ko for Bhf
and p„,=3jttti (or S,=1.5) per Fe atom in the expression
for the Curie constant C =gsps(S, +1)Bht/3ktt, yields
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IV. DISCUSSION

We first discuss the magnetic behavior of Rh in the
paramagnetic region of Au, Fe alloys. As mentioned
above, the observed Rh local susceptibility in the alloys
with x =0. 1 and 0.18 show strong temperature depen-
dence (see Fig. 2). The total paramagnetic local suscepti-
bility y&„——P( T) 1 at a probe site ca—n be written as

XIO,( T)=X)„+X,'„(T)+1'„,( T), (3)

where gf,', is the temperature-independent contribution to
from the Pauli spin susceptibility of the host

C = —22 K, consistent with the value —25 K obtained
using the TDPAD method.

An isolated substitutional Rh atom in a host Au matrix
is seen to be nonmagnetic. The LDOS for Rh shows a
broad d band, 3 eV wide, again from just above the Au d
band and extending up to Ez, with tz —e splitting of
1.25 eV; again there is noticeable impurity-host d-d hy-
bridization in the valence region and d-sp overlap in the
conduction band. The 8.54 electron count in the 4d or-
bital of Rh appears to be a compromise between the ex-
perimental 4d 5s' atomic ground state and the 4d
ground state obtained using LSD.

The above results are preparatory reference for our
main result to follow. That is, a Rh atom in Au metal
when surrounded by two to four Fe atoms as 1nn is seen
to develop significant local d moments between 0.5 and
1.0p~ in response; not surprisingly, with 2nn Fe atoms,
the Rh d moment is also substantial but aligned antifer-
romagnetically with respect to the Fe moment. These
values for p(Rh) are in the same range as for local mo-
ments stabilized on Rh atoms in dilute Pd-Fe alloys and
in Ni-Rh alloys, and in small clusters of Rh; no local
moments on Rh larger than 1pz have been observed.
This suggests that the Rh moment saturates very quickly
in the neighboring presence of a few (say ~ 2) Fe atoms.
The net cluster moment is almost entirely accounted for
by the -3@~ per Fe atom plus the Rh moment. At least
within the cluster size, the Au atoms acquire an antifer-
romagnetic polarization which, though still very small,
on the average exceeds that for the case of a single Fe
atom in Au case.

The LDOS for a Rh probe having two 1nn Fe atoms is
shown in Fig. 6. The main differences from Fig. 5(c) are
the onset of a shoulder at —2. 5 eV due to Fe-Rh d-d in-

teraction, and the development of an exchange splitting
which creates a virtual bound state (essentially, the
difference between the two spin LDOS) with a signature
double hump straddling EF. Also, the d-sp hybridization
peak 3—4 eV above EF for Rh in Au is smeared into a
more uniform increase in LDOS above EF. Clearly, the
presence of Fe provides a ready-made band of minority
spin states just above EF which is now preferentially oc-
cupied by the Rh d electrons and leads to the observed
exchange splitting at the Rh site. In all cases, there is
minimal charge transfer between the probe Rh and the
host atoms, and no perceptible change in the occupation
of the Rh 4d orbitals either.

conduction-band electrons and gf„(T) =g'I,",( T)+g,', ( T)
is the temperature-dependent contribution arising from
the self-polarization of the valence electrons of the probe
[g~(T)], by the localized magnetic moments at the
probe if any and from the transferred hyperfine field pro-
duced by the magnetic environment (y», ). The last term

y„,(T) corresponds to the contribution arising from the
core polarization due to the spin imbalance in the probe d
orbitals. Assuming that Rh atoms have no d moment,
the temperature dependence of y&„would arise mainly
from g&,'„which is proportional to the Fe moment. An
estimation of g&,', can be made using the relation

bloc= ~(gl )~glÃtrX(T)~(&pa) ~

where B„is the transferred hyperfine field per unit local
moment, y(T) is the bulk susceptibility of the host. The
B„values for 4d impurities in the Fe host has been es-

timated to be ' ——130 kG/pz. Using this value for
B„and our high-temperature bulk susceptibility data
measured for x =0.18 we estimate the upper limit of the
contribution from B„to the local Curie constant as —15
K, which is far smaller in magnitude than the observed
value of —112 K. For x =0.10, the corresponding con-
tribution is also small, —8 K. This clearly implies that
majority contribution to the local susceptibility arises
from the core polarization of the Rh d orbitals suggesting
a local magnetic moment thereon.

As mentioned above our LSD calculation shows sub-
stantially large local magnetic moment on Rh when sur-
rounded by two or more Fe atoms in the neighboring
shells. The magnetic moment at Rh site comes out to be
in the range of 0.5-0.8pz for two and four Fe atoms in

the 1nn shell. On the other hand, for Fe atoms placed in
the 2nn shell also, Rh acquires a large spin polarization
corresponding to a magnetic moment of -0.85p~ which
is now antiferromagnetically aligned with respect to the
moment at the Fe site. The decoration of Fe atoms con-
sidered in our cluster calculations becomes statistically
relevant for concentrations x &0.1. Due to the reduced
symmetry (C, ), we are unable to study the response of a
Rh atom in the vicinity of a single 1nn or 2nn Fe atom.
But considering the symmetrical positions of the Fe
atoms around Rh, for which one expects the polarization
effects of each Fe neighbor on Rh to add up coherently,
one may infer from our results that, for the case of one Fe
atom nearby the Rh atom, (a) the magnetic moment on
Rh will persist, though of reduced strengths in individual
cases, and (b) the above trend in the sign of the Rh mag-
netic moments relative to Fe would sti11 hold. Thus,
though our cluster calculations are few and illustrative,
they are adequate to show that Rh atoms in Au-Fe alloys
will always exhibit some stable local moments even in the
presence of one Fe atom. The inferred oscillatory
behavior of Rh moment is consistent with a standard
RKKY mechanism where the sp band of the Au matrix
mediates the indirect exchange interaction.

Using the binomial expansion and a simplified scenario
with p(Fe) =3@~,p(Rh),„=lp, ~, and p(Au) =Ops, as typ-
ical local moment values across the board for a11

configurations (except the manifestly nonmagnetic ones)
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along with a Rh-Fe ferromagnetic coupling, we obtain es-
timates for the Curie constant as C =—65 K for x =0.10
and C = —92 K for x =0.18, in fair agreement with the
C values —72 and —112 K extracted in Sec. II. Extend-
ing the expansion out to further shells of atoms would
certainly better the agreement.

The total spin polarization and hence the magnetic mo-
ment at Rh in Au& „Fe„alloys with x =0.10 and 0.18
can be estimated from the Curie constants derived
from the experimentally observed paramagnetic local
susceptibility P( T) 1 —data using the relation'5
C =2@~(S,+1)Bhf(0)/3k'. Here Bhf(0) is the zero-
temperature contact hyperfine field at the Rh nucleus,
Sp Sp b +Sh„, is the sum of the spin polarization at
the probe atom and the spin polarization on the host
near-neighbor atoms. For most 4d ions B„&(0)have been
found to be —350 kG/p&. For a consistent explana-
tion of our experimental results with the LSD calculated

magnetic moment at Rh we have used B (0)= —350 kG
to extract the total spin polarizationS, and the total mo-
ment pto, seen by Rh which come out to be 3.63, 7.26p~
and 6.2, 12.4pz for x =0.10 and 0.18, respectively. The
high value of the total magnetic moment p„, agrees well

with the estimated net magnetic moment over the closest
18 atoms around Rh (see column 6 of Table I). Further,
lesser values for B (0) would yield even higher values for

pt t and thus does not influence the main conclusions of
this paper.

For low Fe concentration alloys the observed weak lo-
cal susceptibility of Rh can be viewed as all Rh being
nearly nonmagnetic. However, considering the LSD cal-
culated results presented in Table I we feel that Rh atoms
possess a sizable magnetic moment even for low Fe corn-
positions. Further, from the oscillatory character of the
Rh magnetic moment seen from our LSD calculation we
conclude that the slight deviation of the local susceptibili-
ty P above 1 for x +0.03 (see Fig. 2) arises mainly from
individual Rh magnetic atoms contributing different Bhf
values, both positive and negative, adding to produce a
very small positive P( T) l. Adopting —a binomial expan-
sion in the Fe concentration x for the arrangement of Fe
neighbors out to the 2nn shell around a Rh probe atom,
one finds that the majority of such configurations (83%
for x =0.01 and 58% for x =0.03) has no Fe neighbors
and is nonmagnetic, but the remainder magnetic Rh
atoms add up to an average Curie constant C in the range
of 0-5 K and hence a P value only slightly greater than
one.

Next we discuss the low-temperature magnetic
behavior of Rh in the RSG alloy Aup82Fep &8. The
hyperfine field Bhf at Rh rises rapidly below the fer-
romagnetic ordering temperature T, —180 K and satu-
rates to a value of —21 kG at 60 K. On cooling further,
the hyperfine field increases steeply below 60 K identify-

ing the transition to the RSG state seen from Mossbau~ ~

and ac magnetization studies. " The observed tempera-
ture dependence of Bhf at Rh is similar to the behavior of
hyperfine fields at Fe, " Sn, and ' Au in the Au-Fe sys-
tem. " Such a behavior has been interpreted in terms of
the so-called spin canting model based on the theoretical
work by Gabay and Toulouse in which only the longitu-
dinal spin component SI of the local Fe moments order
ferromagnetically at T, . Below Tg, the spin-freezing tem-
perature, additional ordering of the transverse com-
ponents ST take place. When studied by local tech-
niques, such as Mossbauer spectroscopy and TDPAC,
the hyperfine field, which scales with the total spin S of
the magnetic ion, sho~s as an enhancement in the Bhf
value. In the RSG state our Rh Bhf value when extrapo-
lated to zero temperature comes out to be —27 kG (see
Fig. 4) which is an enhancement of 1.3 over the corre-
sponding value in the ferromagnetic region. It is interest
ing to note that the ratio of Bh&(0) in the RSG and ths

ferromagnetic region observed from our data is close tc
the value obtained from Fe, " Sn, and ' Au Mossbauer
studies. " Assuming that the magnetic moment at Rh,
seen from our paramagnetic 1ocal susceptibility data,
does not change significantly in the RSG state, the ob-
served increment in the Bhf value of Rh is consistent with
an increase in the total magnetic moment of the sur-
rounding Fe atoms as suggested from the mean-field
thepry pf Gabay and Tpulpuse.

In summary, we have studied the magnetic behavior of
isolated ' Rh impurities in some Au& „Fe„alloys,
x & 0. 18, in the paramagnetic state, and the RSG phase
of Aup 82Fep &8. The measured local susceptibility at Rh
suggests a large magnetic moment at Rh for x &0.1

which is supported from our local spin-density calcula-
tions. Our calculations show considerable d-spin polariza-
tion at Rh, both positive and negative when surrounded
by one or more Fe atoms in difFerent neighboring atomic
coordination shells. The measured temperature depen-
dence of the hyperfine field at Rh in the RSG state of the
x =0.18 alloy shows substantial enhancement below the
spin-freezing temperature Tg -60 K which corresponds
to an increment of the total spin by 1.3 over its value in
the ferromagnetic region and thus provide additional
support to the spin-canting model proposed by Gabay
and Toulouse.
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